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ment on the cessationr under appropriate controls, of
all nuclear weapons test ex:plosions~Wehope that nl3go
tiatlons to. this end and inthe general field of disarma
ment will soon lead to an agreement stopping further
such exp16sions•
5. However, even wnen this desirable result is
achieved, the problem of ionizing radiation' will still
exist. There will continue to' be for several years
fall-out of radioactive particles already in the atmo
sphere. There will also be long-term effects from
the movement of radioactive isotopes through food
chains. Even more important, there will continue. to
be for a long time genetic and biological effects from
radiation, both man-made'and natural, on the health of
human populations.

6. In a mal~er of such concern to human life and to
future generations, we believe it is vital, to fill the
gaps that continue to exist in our knowledge of the
phenomenon of radiation. There is widespread concern
that we should bg able to assess more accurately than
is now possible the nature and the extent of the hazard
resulting from the addition of man-made radiation' to
that which already occurs in nature. .

7. The United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of" Atomic Radiation, which was set up essen
tially for the purpose of inquiring into these questions,
has done very useful work since it was established
four years ago. Following its first comprehensive
report [A/3838] , which was considered at the last
session of the General Assembly [792nd meeting], tIle
Committee has gone on to prepare a.programme of
work for its forthcoming sessions. This programme
appears to my delegation to be well oalanced and
practical.
8. The Committee plans to continue its study of the
physical aspects of fall-out, the physical andbiological
prob~ems concerning the transmission of fission pro
ducts;, through food chains, and also the relationship
betwe1en radiation dose and effects. It plans l,stISO to
study genetic problems and the physical andbio1ogical
problems concerned with C14 which remains radio
active for centu1"ies.
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Agenda item 24:
Progr-9$S report of the United Nations Scien

tifio Committee on the Effects of Atomic

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
General Assembly decided to discuss agenda item 24,
progress report of the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, in
plenary session. The Members of the Assembly have
before them the progress report [A/41!9] and the

. statement Of· financial implications [A/4119/Add.1]
submitted by the Secretary-General in cOllnexion with
the progress report.

2. The Assembly also has before it an eleven-Power
draft r~solution [A/L.268] together with the statement
of financial implications [A/4283 and Corr.1] submitted
by the Secretary-General in connexion with the draft
resolution. Paragraph 3 of the latter document states
that the total financial implications amountto$51,600.
Before calling on representatives who wish to speak
on this item, I desire to inform the Assembly that, if
the draft resolution is adopted, the financial implica
tions mentioned in the Secretary-General's statement
will be communicated to th~ Eifth Committee, so that 9. In its work the Committee has received co
it may take the necessary steps in connexion with the operation from many Governments, from specialized
proposed budget for 1960.. _ agencies, :fromthe International Atomic Energy Agency,
3. Mr. GREEN.(Canad~r: Of all the scientific and from international non-govern~f3ntal an;' scientific
technological achievements of recent years, the un- organizations, as well as from individual scientists.
leashing of the power of the atom has VL.:'doubtedly been It appears that useful arrangements have beenworked
the most spectacular .and far-reaching. Henceforth out for co-operation between this Committee a~d the
mankind must live with the atom. Already many ways agencies concerned, which is a source of satisfaction
in which this new force can serve man in his pursuit to my delegatio~.

of a better life are known or are foreseeable. Yet, at 10. However, it is clear th~t, notwithsta~ding this
the same time, we must learn to control the terrifying co-operation and the fact that the Committee has
potential of the atom for destruction. received much useful informatil)nonfall-out, radiation
4. The position of the Canadian Government on this levels and radio biological questions from many
question has already been made abundantly'clear. For Member States, it require~ more informationonthese
example. we are convinced of the needto reach agree- questions inorder to discharge its full responsibilitie!=,,
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and also in order to make the maximum use of the
scientific knowledge and skills available to it. Indeed,
the Committee itself has found it necessary to invite
MeJJlber States to provide further data of the type
already contained in its earlier comprehensive report
and to suggest that this collection of information be
supplemented in various other ways.

11. For the purpose of filling the gaps that continue
to exist in our !rntJwledge of the phenomenon of radia
tion, we beli~~ve that the scientists shouldhave at their
disposal the, fullest and most reliable informa;ion
possible. Th1ls can be obtained only by the widest co
operation of Member States and of the international
organizations, concerned. We consider it important that
a greater efffort should be made to obtain such in
~ormation arid to enlist the necessary co-operation.
We wish to place the authority ofthe General Assembly
squarely behind this effort.

12. For this purpose my delegatioli~~ in company with
the delegations of Argentina, Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Ghana, Ireland, It')ly, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand and
Norway has pr~f':fpteda draft resolution [iJ./L.268].

13. In simple terms, what the draft resolution is
designed to do, in addition to approving the various
recommendations of the Committee, is to ask that
Committee to examine the possibility of making
arran~ments, which I hope will be more effective, for
the collection and analysis by Member States of radia
tion samples of air, water, soil and food on the basis
of uniform standards; and also for the encouragement
of genetic and biological studies of the effects of
exposure to radiation.
14. In its examination of these questions, in consulta
tion witp the agencies concerned, the Committee may
c1iscover gaps in the technical resources of Member
Stat~,J:l that wQuld prevent them from contributing to
this co-operative programme as they would like. If
thio should ba the case, 1 hope that the agencies con
cerned will consider the possibilityofextending assist
anceto fill these gaps.

15. In addition, the draft resolutionaslss Member
States having facilities for laboratory analysis to
assist in analysing radiation samples. 'The Canadian
Government, for its part", is prepared to gi'\7'e assist
ance of this kind to other Member States wishing to
avail themselves of Canadian laboratory facilities.

:1,6. We are prepared to receive from other States
radiation samples collected according to methods
recommended by the Committee in consultation with
the appropriate specialized agencies, and to analyse
such samples in the Canadian Government laboratories
which handle Canada's domestic samplingprogramme.
If other Governments indicate" their readiness to
participate in such a co-operative programme of
collection and analysis, the Canadian Government, as
an initial offer, is,prepared to receive and analyse on
a regular basis samples of air, watef, soil and food
from 20 to 25 foreign sampling stations in each
category. ,r

17. Once it is known that others are prepared to
co-operate In such a programme, these analyses
could be undertaken ·within the apace ofthe few months

. required to expandexistingCanadianlaboratoryfaciU
"'ties and analytical staff. The Canadian Governmentis,
of course, prepared t6' undertake that the analytical
prooedu:res used in its laboratories will be such as to
ensure the comparability of results with thoae pro-

duced by other Govermnents co-operating in a pro
grJlDlD1e of this nat1,l1'e. We believe that arrangements
of this kind will materially assist the Committee in its
task, and we invit€J other Governments to conside~

how they mightparticipate in such a programme, either
through the collecting of samples or throughproviding
facilities for analysis.
18. If, as we hope, the!'8 is a widespread loesponse to
our offer, as ,. well as offers by other Governments to
make their facilities available, it 1's our undgrstandlng
that the secretariat of the Committee would be kept
informed step by step as appropriate arrangements
are made between Member States offering samples
and those offeringanalytical facilities. The secretariat
would be notified ofthe aV8.ilabilityof radiation samples
by Member States wl1llng to collect them; it would
also be notified by Member States, and perhapsby the
IAEA, if they are able to receive and analyse samples
in addition to those t;b.ey have collected themselves.
It is our hope that In this. way arrangements between
GoveJ."nments ca~ be made whereby samples available
far analysis are forwarded to the most convenient or
appropriate laboratories. The results of the analyses
would, of course1 be communicated both to the Com
mittee and to the country providing the samples.

19. In making this offer and in presenting this draft
resolution for the Gener~ Assembly's consideration,
the Intention of the Canadian delegation is to strengthen
the Committee's hand and to authorize it to work out
practJcal arrangements designed to secure more of
the ihformation which it requires. The draft resolution
leaves it entirely up to the Committee to decide how
this can best be done and does not attempt in any way
to direct or influence the Committee's scientific work.

20. All the suggestions in the draft resolution are
within the terms of reference establishedfor the Com
mittee, which is already authorized to receiveradia
tion data and to recommend uniform standards with
respect to procedures for sample collection and
instrumentation. The CommIttee has in fact already
requested Membe~ States to co-operate along these
lines. -

czl. The ciraft resolution before the Assembly is the
result of lengthy negotiations amongdelegations repre
sentative of various geographical areas and political
opinions. We therefore trust it will commend itself
to all Members of the General Assembly. It is a
practical expression of what we judge to be a wide
spre!ld desire that the Committee be strengthened in
its work, to the end that man's lmowledge of the bio
'logical effects of ionizing radiation may be as com
plete as possikle. For .this purpose it is important that
the world-wide physical measurement of the intensity
and distribution of radiation should be accurate and
comprehensive a.nd that research into the biological
effects of radiation should be based on the fullest and
most reliable information. '

22. Mr. NOSEK (Czechoslovakia): The Czechoslovak
Government attaches great importance to the activities
of the United Nations SCientific C()mmitte~ on the
Effect,S of Atomic Radiation, whose repOrt [!i/4119] is
n(!)w under consideration; in view of its recent signifi
cant work in ..t;he study of the effects of ionizing radia
tion on man and his environment.

23. The achievements of the Committee, of which
Czechoslovakia IS also a member, demonstrate that it
should continue its work, since Bcience has not yet·
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839th meeting ..- '17 November 1959 563-----------------------,--disoovered all the effect~ and scope of radioactive Nations Genei"al Assembly, when the number of yeaTs
radiation caused part~cu1arly by radioactive fall-out given as an average half-life ofthe residence of radio
generated by the nuclear weapons test explosions. The active substances in the stratosphere ranged from six
study and knowledge of the newly discoveredparticle's to ten years-the results of n~w studies and new
of radioactive fall-out, and their somatic and genetic measurements have proved that the half-life of the
effects on man, have assumedtremendous significanc!! radioactive substances in the stratosphere is only one
from tbePQ1Rt QfYiew of ~d'~guaJ,'dingtbehealtb of the to three years. Therefore, the anticipated doses of
present generation and those yet unborn. radiation affecting the present generation will be five
24. The Government of dzechoslovaUda conside~s the times as high as fortnerly estimated~ and similar
present work of the COlXlJDittee as satisfactory and is increases wlli be recorded 'in the numbor of expected
of the opinion that its activities should be carried out somatic and genetic effects In man.~ I refer to such
in the same directi9D a;B in the past. That Is why my phenomena as leukaemia, bone tumours- and genetic
delegation fully approves of tl1e report ofth~Commlt- defects in new-borncbtldren,.'/ \'\
tee covering Its work in the year 1959 as well as the 32. Enormous danger, the scope of which Is not yet
Immediate programme of work for 1959 and 1960 known jeopardizing the health ofmankind, is presented
contained in paragraph 18 of Annex I of the report. bytbe intensified formation of radioaotive 014 as a
25. The Czechoslovak Government maintains that the co~eq~enceof the nuclear weapons test explosions in
propnsed programme of the Committee's work has particular of the hydrogenexplosions. The reports thus
followed a correct course and it takes note withsatis-far pl'esente(', by the Committee dealt withtheseprob
faction of the Committee's assurances that it will lems only sporadically. It is therefore commendable
"centre its discussion in the immedlatelyfo:rthcoming that the Committee decided to taJr,.e up, at ita eighth
sessions on radioactive fall-out and radioactive bio- session the physical and biological problems related
logical questions" [A/4119, para. 4]. to C14, its ~irculat:lon in nature arifJ the role this
26. It follows from the Committee' f! report that ithas element plays in the occurrence of genetic and somatic
decided to hold two sessions each. year in the future. harmful effects on man~
In 1960, one would be held in New York and the other 33. Scientists, and among these also Czechoslovak
in Geneva or some other place, depending on an invi- experts, proved by their experiments that the quantity
tation from a Government or a United Nations agency of radioaotive carbon which is formed in the atmo
extended in accordance with the terms of General sphere as a result of cosmic radiation in totar-'of ~7 "to
Assembly resolution 1202 (XII). 10 kilograms an..."ually is sufficient to replace ro~gbly

27. I wish to recall Li this connexionthat the Czecho- the quantity of radioactive carbon, containedinorganic
slovak Government has expressed its i~terest in, and and inorganic substances, which disintegrates in nature
its evaluation of, the Committee's work by invitingthe during the same period.~~c-
Commlttee~ through the United Nations 'Secretary- .34~ How is this equilibrium of radioactive carbon in
General, to hold one session in Pr~.gue in 1960, and it nature affected by the nuclear weapons tests? The 1956
announced at the same time, in accordance with the estimates dealing with t~~ quantity of radioactive
pruvisions of resolution 1202 (Xll), that itwould defray carbon formed by nuclear -weJ\pons tests suggest that
additional costs connected With the holding of the each 10 mega.tons of ener~( )leasedbytheeXPlosions
Committee's session in Prague. We holding of one produQ.e 15 to 70 kilogra~s'b.jradioactive carbon.
session in Prague in 1960 was also mentioned, from J "-
the budgetary point of view, in the Fifth Committee 35. (In 1958 this estim ..~)waachan~dt074kilograms
[716th meeting], at the current session of the General of radioactive carb~n formed by eaQh 10 megatons of
Assembly, when that Committee discussed the United' released energy. Acc6rding to tbe prese~t theoretical

,calcUlations, however, the quantity of radioactive
Nations budget estimates for 1960. parbon formed per each 10 megatons. of releas~d
28. In connexion with the report of the Committee, I~nergy. can vary from 52 kilograms of radiOactive
the Czechoslovak delegation, 'on 12 Octobe.r1959"sub- carbon for fissionable reactions up to 330 kilograms
mitted a draft resolution [A/L.263 and Corr.1] which, of radioactive carbon for thermonuclea~reaction.
interltaUa, drew' attentionto the fact that new dangerous 36. ,One year's tests of nuc{ear weapons at their
particles of radioactive fall-out had been discovered present tempo annually produce thirty times as muoh
in the atmosphere, and which invited the Committee,
in its future activities and also in its report to the or even more radioactive carbon in the atmosphere
fifteenth session of the General Assembly, to devote than would otherwise be formed duringthe same period
more attention to radioactive fall-out and inparticular . by natux;.al cosmic radiation and its particles. today
to the biological and genetic effects of the radio the quantity' of radioactiveC14 in the atmosph~re f3
isotope (;1.4. . . already 10 gel,' cent higher than five years ago. "

. 29. The original Czechoslovak draft resolution. also 37. According to the estimates of the United states
i; called upon the respective governmental antJ non" scientist, Mr. Linus Pauling, the quantity of radio-
.governm!!ntal organizations in all states to, ~s~~st the active carbon formed in the atmosphere by tbeotests
Committee more intensively, inparticul8l~bypiJuviding \of nUC?lear weapons carr!ed .out so far can' in the
information relating to radioactive fall-out and its succeeding generations cause up to 1.2 million cases
physical, bio~\))glcal and genetic effects. of genetic defects· of various grades, ranging from

phySical or m.ental defects to death of new-born or
30. The rct3ults achieved by the Cofim1lttee and the little children. At the same time, the qUQted t:lumber
conclusions reached by prominent scientists of the 'o~ cases will· grow adequately to the increase of the
world show that nuclear weapons testing represents birth-rate in the generations to come asaga.lnst the
a far greater danger to mankindthanoriginally thought. present situation.
31., It is an alarming fact ~hat in one single year- 38$. The 'fact that the average half-life of an atom 0f
that is, since the thirteentbsessiq~ of ,the United radioactive C14 is more than 8,000 years and'many
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other circumstances harbour the danger of unex
pectedly great oomplications for humanity in the
future. The information of today's scienc,e on these
questions so far is scarce and inadequate and clarifi
cation will take many years of strenuous work. The
present achievements of scientific research empha
size ever more strongly the urgent need for a perma
nent cessation of all tests with nuclear weapons.
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". •• Even if the nations agree to stop testing
nuclf;?ar W.:';;11ipons, the problem of radiation will not
vanish" [807th meeting, para. 72].

45. My delegation shares his views. and is of tJte
opinion that the more the peaceful uses of atC)tt1ic
energy are promoted the more the study of the radia
tion problem is needed. For the study oftbis problem,
it is imperative to enable the scientists of the world
to have at their disposal information and data on
radiation from fall-out and other sources on a world
wide basis. On this point, the progress report of the
Committee says:

"In the course of ih discussions, the Committee
• •• hoped it would continue to receive, much useful
information on fall-out, radiation levels and radio
biological questions from States Members of the
United Nations and members of the specialized
agencies and of the International Atomic Energy
Agency" [A/4119, para. 4] •

46. My delegation is of the opinion that such a world
wide collection of information anddataby the Commit
tee is possible onlybythe widest possible co-operation
of Member States andafthe international organizations
concerned. According to part n, paragraph 2, of the
draft reSOlution, the Committee is requested:

". .• to consider and study appropriate arrange
ments for the purpose of stimulatingthe flow of such
information anti data;"

In part ro, it is asked:

". •. to c~nsider and study appropriate arrange
ments for encouraging genetic, biological and other
studies, including those concerned with C14, that
will eluQidate the effects of radiation exposure on
the health of human populations;"

47. Furthermore, in part IV, paragraph 1, Member
States having facilities for laboratory analysis are
invited:

"••• to make known to other C,overnments the extent
to which they' are prepared, at the request of other
Governments, to receive and analyse samples in
accordance with the programme of work of the
Scientific Committee, and to keep the Committee
currently informed:"

My delegation considers that arrangements ofthe kind
suggested above will materially assist the Committee
in its task and hopes that every Member State will
co-o:perate in such arrangements.
48. ,In this. connexion, my delegation is happy to
annoutnce, under the instructions of my Government,
that Jrapan is prepared to receive from ot~ler States
samples of air, water, soil and food co~lected accord
ing 1;0 methods recommended by the Committee in
consultation with the competent specialized agencies
and to analyse such samples in the Japanese labora
tories which handle Japan's domestic sampling pro
gramme, and that the number of samples tobe received
and analysed 'by my country, the time of the analysiS
and how to implement such arrangements will be
determined after consulte.' .ton with the Committee.

49. M~' delegation sinC61'ely hopes that the draft
resolution will be adopted unanimously and that the
General Assembly will support the future work of the
Committee in this important field.

50. Mr. SHANAHAN. (New Zealand): It is with satis
faction that my delegation has joined with ten others .

39. What I have just said fully j~stifies the demand
that the Committee should concentrate in its future
activities on the stUdy of the effects of radioactive
fall-out and on C14 in particular.

40. This demand, as well as all that referred to the
very substance of the matter' in the. original Czecho
slovak draft resolution, is contained in the joint draft
resolution [A/L.268] which emerged as the result of
negotiations between the Czechoslovak delegation with

. other delegations, and especially with the delegation of
Canada, in order that a generally acceptable text could
be worked out. The Czechoslovak delegation, bearing
in mind the seriousness ofthe complexofproblems re
lated to atomic radiation, did its utmost to reach agree
ment in the ne~tiations. Such agreement achieved, the
Czechoslovak !delegation withdrew its original draft
resolutiOn.

41. The draft resolution submitted today by eleven
Powers and introduced just a few minutes ago by the
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Mr. Green, envisages the promotion of the activities
of the Committee within its present terms of reference.
The inteniion of its sponsors is not to expand the
functions of the Committee or burden the Committee
With tasks of an organizational or operaiive nature.
The Committee should take the maximum advantage of
the existing international O!::,ganizations and with the
given financial means should ensure t,he maximum
effectiveness of its work. This is bow we must inter
pret the demand of the eleven-Power draft resolution
that the Committee should study the arrangements for
the purpose of stimulating the flow of information on
the questions of atomic radiation. "

42. The Czechoslovak delegation expects that the
activities of the Committee will bear new fruit in the
study of radioactive fall-out and, in particular, in tHe
field of the exploration of the biological and genetic
effects of C14. The Czechoslovak delegation also
expresses the hope that the General Assembly will
approve the :£'eport of the United. Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation as well
as the ele'\?en-Power joint draft resolution.

43. Mr. MATSUDAmA (Japan): My delegation has the
honour to co-sponsor the draft resolution before you
[A/L.26S]. The purpose of the draft resolution is
threefold: first, to approve the recommendations in
the annual progress report [A/4119]' of the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation;' secondly, to respond to the Committee's
repeated requests for more informationa~~dataofthe

type already contained in its comprehensive report
[A/383S] of last year; and thirdly, to give general
encouragement and stimulus to scientific research in
this important field andto promote co-operation among
the various bodies working in the field.

44. Mr. Green, the Secretary of State for External
Affairs of Canada, stated'at the plenary meeting on
24 September 1959:
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in 'sponsoring the draft resolution [A/L.268] on agenda
. item<24, which was so ably introduced by the repre-
sentative of Canada. J

51. The wide co-sponsorship of this draft resolution
is, we believe, a reflection of the confidence felt by
the Assembly in the way in which the Committee has
performed its duties. Since its establishment it has
olearly followed the best. tradition of scientific colla
boration and, with admirable detachment, has remained
free from political controversy. .

52. In this way the Committee is contributing to the
growth of a body of scientific knowledge which is
universally accepted. In eo doing, the Committee is
inoreasing our understanding ofthe effects of radiation
and is providing the basis for a more objective study
of vital aspects of problems which still remain
unresolved.
53. My delegation sincerely hopes that this draft
resolution, which seeks toco~endthe workwhi.ch has
already been accomplished in the study of the effects
of atomic radiation, to approve the plan of investiga
tion proposed by the Committee, and to suggest ways
in which those studies may be facilitated, will be
aocepted by the Assembly in that same spirit of co-
operation. I

54. We have always considered that there was urgent
need for action at the international level to increase
the sum of scientific knowledge available onthe effects
on man and his environment of ionizing radiationfrom
all sources. We were confirmed in that view by the
frank admission made by the Committee in its first
c'?mprehensive report [A/383S] that the present state
of knowledge about radiation levels and effects was
inadequate for an accurate evaluationof all the hazard.s
invQlved. Clearly, in spite ofthe intensive work already
~dertaken much remains to be done.

55. If'we are to ensure that the amount of man-made
radia.tion to "'Wh:1:ch."tli&--werld'$-lJ'OPlIlatlQo tsexposOO
is kept witUn safe iimits, it is clearly of the utmost
importaItce that the Committee and its expert staff
should h&'ve the f(111 benefit of the work whi~b. is being
done in related fields. The IAEA is, of t:';Jurse, the
body with primary responsibility for work of this
kind. WHO, other specialized agencies and scientific
organizations are also making very significant studies
of particular aspects of this subject. The Committee
Is not a supervisory or administering body; nor is it
suggested in the draft ret;lolution before the Assembly
that it should be given any supervisory or adminis
trative functions. What is required is tliat the Com
mittee shoUld receivefronl these other agencies, and
from Governments, all the data which may assist it
to extentJ its own findings about the nature and extent

.of radiation hazards.

56. We are therefore pleased to note from the pro
gress report [A/4119] of the Committee that there has
been increasingly close co-operation between that
'Committte and the IAEA, Governments, specialized
agencies and various scientific organizations.
57. Such collaboration will be needed, we feel, ineven
greater degree if the Committee is to carry out effec
tively the programme which it has recommended. My
delegation fully endorses this programme. We feel that
the Committee itself is the body most competent to
decide which fields of study should be given priority
and that it shoUld be allowed a wide measure of dis
cretion. It Is moreover clear that the Committee's

proposals conoerning submission of reports, organiza
tion of work, staff needs, and the Committee's rela
tions with other bodies, are fully in keeping with the
wishes of the General Assembly as expressed in
resolution 1347 (XIn) adopted in December, 1958. It
seems to us, also, that the estimated cost of the Com
mittee's continued activities are reasonable•

58. We have noted the appeal made by the Committee
for further relevant information of the kind already
used in the comprehensive report. New Zealand re
sponded to the original request for information made
by the Committee, and my Government ia now con
sidering how best it may meet this further request.
59. The draft resolution before the Assembly also
gives due prominence to this aspect of the Committee's
needs, and invites the co-operation of Govel·nments.
The need,as we see it, is twofold. The Committee
requires data collected and presented in a manner,
which permits true comparabilityof sampling. It needs
also to receive this data from the widest sources
ppssible, so that its findings maybe basedon the most
comprehensive material available.

60. My delegation therefore endorses the su~~gesti~ns

made in the draft resolutionwhichwouldenc~lurage the
wider and more uniform supply of informatIon, par
ticularly in the important fields of fall-out, ~adiation
levels, and genetic andbiological studies. Clearly, too,
the Committee should be encouraged 011 the basis of
its investigations, to suggest means by which the
various agencies such as the IAEA, WHO, and FAO
might help fill in ~ny serious gaps which may be found
to exist in studies now being undertaken.

61. The-ar.&t.. resolutioncontaiIis' the' "important
proposal that those member Governments with the
requisite laboratory facilities should assist in ana
lysing samples. This proposal will, we trust, meet
with a ready reponse. It Is, however, essential that
the Committee should be kept fully and currently
informed in order to ensure that the results of ana
lyses carried out by arrangement between member
Governments can be effectively correlated with other
information available to the Committee.

62. The draft resolution of which my delegation has
the honour to be a co-sponsor does not lay down
directives for the Comtnittee, nor does it go beyond
the terms of reference established ~or the Committee
~y the General Assembly. The recommendations em
bodied in this draft resolution are all derived from
suggestions which the Committee itseH bas made. By
their adoption we shall help the Committee to carry
out the specific task which this Assembly has 19~id upon
it.
63. We trust that the draft resolution will command
widespread support.

64. Mr. POLDERMAN (Netherlands): The Nether
lands Government has always followed the activities
of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation with great interest and
with gratitUde. This Committee can count on our sup
port in the present as well as ,In the future. In our
minds there is no doubt as to the essential service
rendered by the United Nations In this field. The
problem of atomic radiation is of great concern to us
all, as radiation could endanger the existence of each
of us individually and of the species. Iwould therefore
like to state, at the outset, as the Netherlands dele
gGtion has repeatedly don~ before, that now as well as
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pendent body of a high soientific level, that will con
tinuously evaluate the dangra1's of atomic radiation and
also will be able to judge the efficiency and complete...
ness of the research activity going on in this field in
the world. We welcome the draft resolution [A/L.268]
proposed by Argent;ina andten other countries for whioh
the Minister for External Affairs of Canada has given
suoh strong arguments, as this draft resolution rein
forces the basis for the work ofthe Committee to which
we attach much importance.

65. There is one point which I would like to elaborate
particularly, because in previous years my Govern
ment has voiced a certa.in reservation in its judge
ment-and in thiE' we have not changed-with regardto
the question of enlarging the task of this Committee.
What I want to say is that there is a necessity for some
limitation. The fact that we take cognizance of the

.reports of this Committee in plenary, gives rise to the
risk that other activities in the samefield, both within
and without the United Nations, could to some extent
ef!cape our attention; for such activities are not dis
cussed in the plenary sessions ofthis General Assem
bl~,. We should therefore be careful not to approach
tht\ work of the Committee by isolating it from the
oUter activities just mentioned-as the representative
of New Zealand so rightly remarked a few moments
ago. .
66. The total problem of radiation and of the co
ordination of the work in this field has been on the
agenda of several sessions, latterly of the twenty
eighth held in'the summer of 1959, of the Economic
and Social Council. I notice that mention of this has
been made in the draft resolution before us, and my
delegation agrees whole-heal"tedly with its reference
to a wider framework. If we take on one activity in
isolation, there is always a danger of losingtouch with
the wider implications of co-ordinating this activity
with others in the same field and my delegation would
certainly not favour a development which might lead
up to a future role for the Committee as some sort of
an informal speciaUzed agency within the Secretariat.
Again, the subject matter does not lack in importance,
but this would not be the most ideal and balanced
treatment to be given. Therefore, whereas my dele
gation is in agreement with the draft reSOlution, we
would fail in our duty if we did not insoribe these
remarks in its margin, and I can assure you that we
do so wishing to give a positive contribution.

67. The report!J of the Administrative Committee on
Co-ordination to which the draft resolution refers
gives a most interesting review of the possibilities
for concerted action in the field of atomic radiation.
The report contains many strong arguments for such
action, but its conclusions seem rather meagre. The
Netherlands delegation to the Economic and Social
Council was not wholly satisfiedWith these conclusions.
We believed a more positive conclusion could have
been drawn from the facts given in the report.

68. 'l."he debate on this subject ~eft my delegation with
the impression that the explanation lies in the funda
mental question at the root of all problems of co
ordination in general: the difficUlty of replacing
vertical demarcation lines by horizontal ones. We are
glad that the Administrative Committee on 00
~rdinat1on will, according to the Economic and Social

..!I Official Records of the Economic a.ndSocialCouncll, Twenty-eighth
Session. Annexes. agenda item 4. document E/3247.

Cowlcll resolution [743 B XXVIIII] mentioned in the
draft resolution before us, give continued attention to
multilateral and other measures directed to co
ordinated and concerted action amongthe organizations
concerned in the field of peaceful uses of atomic
ener~ and to providing reports thereon on a continuing
basis.
69. My delegation has lookeduponthe draft resolution

.before us from the viewpoint just described and ther~
fore as you will understand, with some initial hesita
tion. We have been convinced, however, that those
concerned and the sponsors of the draft resolution
will .show understanatng for the necessity of co
ordination within the totality of activities ofthe United
Nations with regard to these matters. This under
standing will be necessary in order to neutralize the
risks we have mentioned. There is no doubt that the
adoption of the draft resolution will entail an increase
in the operational activity of the staff of the Commit
tee itself. For the time being we could accept these
risks because of the extent of the es~ential interests
connected with the continuation of 'dlC Committee's
work. This we do against the background of the con
sideration just given, and we might in the future feel
our objection to be of greater weight, if within the
Secretariat there would become visible the outline of
a separate body, under the guidance of the Assembly,
a body of which the further growth might not be har
moniously balanced by the expert knOWledge, organi
zational power and wish for co-ordination· existing
within this hall and within the adjoining Secretariat
building.
70. Both nationally and internationally, the problem
of organization of the impressive efforts of scientists
in all fields is one of our most challenging tasks. In
our opinion it would therefore be desirable to keep the
problem of concerted action in the field of atomic
radiation under review, as is the intention of the
Economic and Social Council resolution. We are glad
to note that the sponsors of the present draft resolu
tion have taken this into account. We also note wtth
gratification that in the draft resolution which is now
before the General Assembly due attention is given to
consultation and co-operation with other organiza
tions working in this field, such as WMO, WHO and
FAO, and especially to the close co-operation with
the IAEA, which has a leading position in the domain
of the peaceful. uses of atomic energy, and whose
laboratory could help to develop the programme of
work outliped in the draft resolution.

71. The SCientific Committee, as a scientific body,
has already acqUired great prestige by its reports,
and we fully agree with the opinion of the Secretary
General, expres,';led at the thirteenth session of
the General Ass4~mbly, before the First Co~mittee

[10121h meetillgl that its basic activity-namely, the
continuing comprehensive review of radiation levels
and the effechl of radiation on man and his environ
ment, the colle,~tion of infolrmation andthe stimulation
of the study andl"esearch considered desirable-should
be maintained. This activity is of essential value to
mankind, and the Netherlands delegation would like to
reiterate its appreciation for the meritorious service
gIven by the scientists who are members of the Com
mittee and the members of its staff who have assisted
them so ably. Th!s service wouldbe even more valuable
if the Committee's reports could be made more easily
and more generally available. Being convinced of the
necessity of the continued work of the Committee
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85. It is of critical importance that the way be
prepared for international co-operation inmeeting, or
at least minimizing, all these hazards. But, as we all
recognize. before sens~ble and realistic measures can
be taken in that direction, the extent ofpossible dangers
must be determined with. some degree ofaccuracy, and
the contributing factors then must' 'be identified and
scientifically evaluated in terms capable of universal
understanding and application.

86. The United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation, whose function it is to
answer these questions, has already accomplished a
great deal. A reading of the Committee's comprehen
sive report [A/3838] as well as the progress report
[A/4119] now before us, shows a penetrating recogni
tion and a sober acoeptance of its responsibilities. The
comprehensive report represents a great stride
towards an understanding of the dangers and their
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within the framework ofa concerted action inthis field, tasks and will submit a oomprehensive report, which
my delegation will give its support to the joint draft will constitute a further contribution to the study of
resolution. .. I the problems of atomic radiation resulting from
72. Mr'. SOBOLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub- nuclear explosions.
lies) (translated from Russian): We are considering 79. The Committee's four-year history has shown
today the annual report of the United Nations Scientific that it hQS worked successfully and effectively under
Committee onthe Effects of Atomic Radiation [A/4119]. its present terms of reference, as defined by the

, General Assembly at the time of the Committee's
73. The Committeeisunquestionably~rformingvery establishment in 1955. The Soviet delegationtherefore
useful work in the study of atomic radiation, that is to considers that there are no grounds for enlarging the
say, in a matter which affects the most vital interests functions of the Committee in any way and, inparti..
of all mankind. cUlar, for. burdening it with duties of an organizational,
74. Having made a thorough study ofthe contamination distributive or operational character. Any attempt to
of the earth's atmosphere and surface by radioactive give the Committee functions wider thanthose assigned
substances owing to atomic weapons tests, the Scien- to it by the General Assembly can Qn1y divert it from
t1£lc Committee in its report last year to the General the solution of the important and responsible tasks
Assembly [A/3838] clearly showed that this radiation before it.
presents a serious hazard to human life a!1d health. 80. Were new functions .. to be assigned to it, the
The most eminent scientists offifteen countrIes, fruit- C itt e i ht gradual! be tur edi to a body hich
fully collaborating in t::.- United Nations Scientific omm e m g y nnw
Committee, came to the 'lh..enimous conclusionthat the would quite unnecessarily duplicate the work ofexist
radioactive contamination of the environment consti- ing international organizations; a considerable in
tutes a growing increment to world-wide radiation crease in material expenditure and effort would also
levels and that this involves new and largely unknown be involved.
hazards. The Committee concluded that it was neces- 81. Consequently, the task of stUdying arrangements
sary to end the contamination of the,environment owing for the purpose of stimulating the flow of information
to nuclear explosions.' on atomic radiation, a task assigned to the Committee
75, It i~ necessary to cease all testing of atomic and in the eleven-Power draft resolution [AIL. 268] , should
hydrogen weapons :hnmediately and for all time. This' not take the Committee beyond its current terms of
'is the basic conclusion that emerges from the findings reference or re~ult in any enlargement of its functions
of the Committee. The Committee's findings provide whatsoever.
convincing and scientifically substantiated proofofthe 82. Acting on the assumption that the eleven-Power
real danger that threatens mankind owing to the test draft ]'~solution is in conformity with the considera
explosions of nuclear weapons. tions I have just expressed, the Soviet delegation will
76. In the light of these findings. the need to ensure support and vote for it.
the safety and preserve the health of this and sub- 83. Mr. RIEGE LMAN (United States of America): In
sequent generations becomes increasingly urgent. It dealing with ionizing radiation, we face a typically
is qUite natural. therefore, that the world community modern problem. Astounding twentieth-century ad
should be displaying deep concern at the nuclear vances in science have not only made us acutely
weapons tests and should be insistently pressing for conscious of the magnitude of the problem but have
their universal and permanent prohibition. Guided by also added to that magnitude.
the desires and v!tal interests ofthe peoples, the Soviet
Government has consistently advocated such a solution 84. The world has become increasingly aware of the
to this international problem. age-old sources of natural background radiation in

man's environment-the earth. water and air about us.
77. Agenda item 69, Suspension of nuclear and At the same time, it must cope with those problems
thermo-nucleai' tests, is now being considered by the arising from mode~nman-made sources, rangingfrom
It'irst Committee of the General Assembly, and the the increasing medical use of radiation, through the
Soviet delegation will present a detailed statement of ever-expanding peaceful uses of atoIXl\ic energy, to
the Soviet Union'~ position on that question in the fall-out from weapons testing.
meetings of the First Committee. I should like, here,
simply to reaffirm that the Soviet Union will spare no
effort to ensure that an international agreement ou this
matter is concluded as quickly as possible. We expect
that our partners in the Geneva negotiations will also
make the necessary efforts 'to find a mutually accept
able solution.
78. As we see from the report of the Committee
which is before this session of the General.Assembly,
the Committee has worked out a detailed programme
fo!' its work over the next few years. The programme
envisages a further study of the problems of radio
active contamination caused by nuclear testing and of
the effects of such contamination on living organisms
in general and on human beings in particular. It is the
view of the Soviet delegation that the Committee's
programme of work is fully in keeping with the tasks
assigned to it by the General Assembly. We are con
vinced that the Committee will fulfil these important
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effects, while the progress report is a ·valuable blue
print for accelerating progress towards the Commit
tee's goal.

87. The rapidity withwhichthe Committee can register
progress depends, first, on the existence of relevant
data and, secondly, onthe degree ofco--operationof the
Member states and the international bodies concerned
in providingdatato the Committee for analysis, evalua
tion, correlation and publication. On the first aspect,
the Committee is tobe commendedfor its clear defini
tion of the type of data it reqnires. On the second
aspect, the Committee is to be commended for the
manner in which it has· sought the co--operation of
Member States and the organizations chiefly con
cerned. We are convincedthat the Committee's efforts,
as reflected in the progress report before us, will not
only stimulate the production of new information 'but
also maintain the flow of information to the Commit-

.tee from Member Governments and international
bodies.

88. With regard to the latter, the report clearly show8
the Committee's awareness that other agencies, United
Nations as well as non-governmental, notably among
them the IAEA, have functional duties as well as
research missions in the field of radiation. The Com
mittee has, as a matter ofwisdom and necessity, made
requests for specifio studies to these organizations,
thereby avoiding duplication, and assuring proper
co-ordination of activity in assisting the Committee
to achieve its difficult objective.

89. As for the co-operation of Governments, we call
the attention of all Member States to the Committee's
renewed invitation to provide it with further data. For
its part, the United states hatj made every effort, since
it first urged the establishment of the Committeefour
years ago, to assist it in carrying out the obligations
assigned to it by the General Assembly. Since the
publication of the Committee's comprehensive report
last year, we have further intensifiedthe flow of United
states information to the Committee. We have also
continued to render assistance in setting up and main
taining collection facilities in a number of other coun
tries, by training individuals from other cduntries in
collection techniques, and by making our national
laboratory facilities available for the analysis of
samples. At the CommitteeVs sixth seSsion last
spring, Y several of our leading scientists contri
buted their special knowledge to the Committee's
scientific discussions. We reaffirm our intention to
maintain this high level of co-operation in the Com
m,f.ttee.

90. The United States is convinced that the Commit
tee's excellent record demonstrates its competence to
determine its own priorities of work-in other words,
that it needs no back-seat advice from the General
Assembly as to specific steps to be taken or emphasis
to be placed in regard to the advancement of its work.
Howev5r, we note that the ~llst. paragraph of the draft
resolution [A/L.268] before us requests the Committee
to report on its study of certain questions, for con
sideration by the General Assembly at its fifteenth
session. In our view, such a report should be part of
the regular annual report of the Committee; alter
natively, if it should not prove possible to deal fully
with these questions before the next Assembly session
Without interfering with the Committee's regular

11 Held at Headquarters from 23 March to 1. April 1959.
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schedule of work, we hope that an interim report will
be submitted.

91. We believe it is appropriate to express at this
time our satisfaction with the way the Committee is
carrying on its task and particularly timely that all
Member States, as well as United Nations and non
governmental agencies, be urged most earnestly to
give full aid, support and cc--operation to the Commit
tee. We also believe it is desirable that the Comrnittee
be encouraged to consider, in consultation with the
agencies most directly concerned, the most effective
arrangements for supplementing the information of all
types now available to it from activities and discussions
to be undertaken by the United Nations, its specialized
agencies, the IAEA, and certain non-governmental
organizations.

92. To these ends, we support the draft resolution
because its careful and ~etailed substance demon
strates our appreciation of the importance ofthe study
of all aspects of ionizing radiation. which the General
Ascembly has made the concern of the Committee.
The draft resolution underlines the needfor continUing
and expanding the co-operative relations which exist
between the Committee on the one hand andthe Member
states, the IAEA and the specialized agencies on the
other. We believe the world is entitledto the llssurance
that our interest is informed and our determinationto
encourage the Committee to accomplish its entire
mission is firm.

93. The draft resolution recognizes the validity of the
Committee's outlined'programme of workfor 1959 and
1960 listed in part vn of Annex I of the Committee's
progress report, where the Committee's decision to
give priority consideration to the Li"ysic~! aspects of
fall-out, anC! the physical and biologkal problems
connected with C14 is clearly set forth.,

94. For these reasons we will give this draft reso
lution our full support.

95. Mr. ORTONA (Italy): The annual progress repolrt
[A/4119] submitted by the United Nations Scientiific
Committee on the Effects ofAtomic Radiation this YfJar
to the General Assembly is satisfactory e\"idenC6 of the
fruitful continuance of its activities of research and
co-ordination. .

96. Its field of endeavours, we all know by now, has
opened new perspectives which still remain largely
unexplored and in which it has proven imperative, in
the interest of the well-being of mankind, that basic
lmowledge be gained.

97. For its part the ItaUan delegationwishes to repeat
this year its appreciation for the workofthe Commit
tee. The experience which it has beenpossible to gather
during these past years through the Committee t as
well as the fruitful beginningwhich it has been possible
to achieve in establishing through it a form of inter
national co-operation to gain more knowledge, by
means of a concerted effort, of the phenomenon of
radiation, are important results which cannot be over
looked and are, in our view. most encouraging.

98. However, research and studies on the effects of
radiation are merely in an initial stage andthe ground
to be covered is so vast that the co-operation on the
part of all Member States and international organiza
tions in the scientific field appears not only desirable

. but even necesoary.
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106. In this connexion, there is finally another point
on which I should like to dwell brieny~ It concerns the
composition of the Committee. My delegation, in dis
.cussing this item last year, pointed out that the Cdm
mittee had been set up in September 1955. That was
before certain Member countries-which one still
calls "new Members" after so many years-were
admitted to the United Nations. Amongst these new
Members there are surely some which are capable
and certainly willing and desirous of giving, through
their scientific and technical ability, their c~ntribution
to the wQrk of the Committee.

107. Even amongst the other Member countries there
may be some which have made progress in the field
of nuclear sciences and which, nowthat the Committee
has been set up on a permanent basis, would like to
have- a chance to participate in its work. I should like
to recall the fact that the Secretary-General, being
aware of this situation, suggested in last year's report
[A/3864] on the subject that sOlnething could be done
toward this purpose through a system of rotation. We
thought and we still think, in our determination to
expand our contribution, that this is qUite a good
suggestion, and we would favour an adequate rotation
based on the co-optionofthree members to be replaced
yearly.

108. We do not intend, however, owing to our. busy
schdule, particularly to press this point this year. Still,
we recommend it to the careful cti!:,$lderation of the
delegations here and particularly to those primarily
interested, in the hope that it will be possible next
year to reac,h a decision on thiS, aspect. The Member
StaV)s can be sure, at any rate, of the whole-hearted
co-operation of the Italian Government in the whole
matter-.

Mrs. LindstrlJm (Sweden), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

109. Mr. NAUDE (Union of South Africa): The im
port~ce of the item now under discussion by the .
Assembly in plenary session needs no elaboration. We
owe it to all mankind, existing and future gen~rations,.

to give the most eal~nest thought to the problems posed
by ·atomic radiation, and it is in this spirit that the
South African delegation approaches this debate and
ventures to offer a few comments.

110. One general remark. In paragraph 4 of its report
[A/4119], the United Nations Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Atomic Radiation expresses the hope
that as in the past it would continue to receive, much
useful information on :fall-out, radiation levels and
radio-biological questions from :Member States of the
United Nations and members of the specialized agen
cies and the International Atomic Energy Agency•.
Further progress in this field ofthe Committee's work
must inevitably to a considerable extent depend upon
the receipt of such information. It is therefore to be
hoped that the Committee's request will meet with a
ready response.

111. I now propose. to refer briefly to certain aspects
of the pattern of study which the COllUllittee has in
mind. First, there is the stratospheric fall-out
mechanism. The Committee decided to discuss prob
lems relating to the stratospheric fall-out mec~anism
at the next session and to emphas.ize the need for fur
ther information of specific kinds bearing on this
problem, a sphere where the 'asp.\stance of WMO is
invited. .

99. The progress report submitted by the Committee
gives a clear idea of the great gaps in our knowledge
existing in this field. The use ofnuclear energy and the
nuclear tests carried out undoubtedly call for abetter
insight on the hazards from radiation. It has become
imperative that the maximum knowledge be gained in
this respect. The conclusions of last ye~r's report of
the Committee [A/3838] to a certain extent definedthe
nature of such hazards. At this time the best service
that may be rendered to mankind would be to explore
further, with all technical and scientific means, the
dangers' inherent in radiation in order that mankind
may proceed in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy in
the full knowle~ge that har:tnful effects will not derive
therefrom, and without concern for dangera the extent
of which are so far unknown to it.
100. The programme which the report out~ines, and
which has been so ably statedbytheSecretar, of state
for EJdernal Affairs and the Chairman ofthe Canadian
delegation, Mr. Green, is designedto gather, ~ssemi
nate and evaluate the fullest andmost reliable'informa
tion possible, and to enlistthe co-operationofMember
states and of international organizations concerned,
with a view to facilitating research and gaining sub
stantial knowledge on the effects of atomic radiation,
and thus on a matter which ls' of such concern to
human life and future generations.
101. In this context I wish to recall also a problem
which my delegation raised last year. It concerns the
disposal of radioactive waste. Concern in this respect
was voiced again yesterday i1" Monte Carlo, duringthe
scientific Conference 1./whicil is taking place there,

. by the Director of the IAEA, Mr. Cole, and by the
Director of UNESCO, Professor Veronese. Hazards
deriving from the disposal of radioactive waste no doubt
deserve careful study.
102. Italy, on its part, is highly interested in contri
buting to the utmost to all forms of international
co-operation and all initiatives undertaken to bring
more light on all hazards deriving from radiation,
especi9.lly with regard to its biological effects and to
the extent of dangers from man-made as well as from
natural radiation.

. 103. An extensive nuclear energy programme has
been set up in Italy, which includes, besides many
research reactors, three nuclear power plants for the
production of electricity. Italy believes that also in
this specific respect measures are necessaryto deter
mine any possible increase of radioactive contamina
tion in the surrounding areas.

104. Regular sampling of radioactive substances
prEJsent ill the atmoophere at ground level is carried
out on a routine basis by a number of stations distri
buted over the national territory. Likewise, samples
are .collected in the· water of some rivers and lakes.
Measurements are also taken of artificial radioactivity
present in the soil, plants, milk, food, animal and
human bones.

105. The Italia~ Government thus believes that a co
ordinated action. among Memb~r States in the collec-
tion, by s~andardized methods,of samples required
for determining the distriLution and rates of radio
active fall-out,· in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the Committee would be most desirable and is
prepared to contribute to it to the fullest extent
possible.' .

Y Conferlilnce on the Di:Sposal of Radioactive Waste. held in Monaco
from 16-21 NOvember 1959. . .
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112. We believe that studies of physical laws and the
meteorological mechanisms of dispersion of gases
and particles in the lowest atmosphere may be of
interest to the proposed studies of similar p:rocesses
in the upper atmosphere, just as the reverse would
also be true. 1 am mentioning this aspect since the
IAEA has in its field of activities a direct interest in
the possible contamination of the lowest atmosphere
by normal or accidental dispersal of wastes from
peaceful uses of atomic energy. The Agency in fact
intends, .I am informed, to make studies, in co
operation with the appropriate bodies, on the mecha
nism of biospheric contamination. It would seem,
therefore, that there is ample opportunity for mutual
assistance and the exchange of information in this
field by the Committee and the IAEA.

113. This possibility also Axtends to the sampling and
measuring procedures by which deposition on the
ground of contamination from the atmosphere can be
appraised. The IAEA is concerned with the studies of
sampling and measuring of low level contamination ill
relationship to problems of waste disposal in soil,
water and in the air of the lowest atmosphere. A panel
of experts was recently set up to deal with this subject.
I am told th~t scientific principles and techniques in
that field are not different if the low level activity
comes from stratospheric fall-out. The IAEA in Vienna
can therefore contribute to the information of the
Committee, and it would presumably also be willingto
make available to the Committee the use of the tech
nical facilities :lor analysis of samples, calibration and
standardization of eqUipment which will have to be put
~,t the disposal of member States in the IAEA labora
tory for low level measurement in connexionwith other
problems.

114. Then there is the food chain problem. We are
glad that the Committee has emphasized the continued
importance -of further studies of the movement of
radioactive nuclides in food chains. Furthermore, the
protection of food and agricultural resources is, as the
Committee implies, undoubtedly the primary concern
of FAO. We therefore welcome the envisaged co
operation between the Committee and FAO. "

115. A further aspect should, however, also beborne
in mind, namely, the question of safe waste disposal.
Safe waste dispo~als, which have a. direct bearing on
this problem, can be devised only if sufficientlmowl
edge of the mechanism involved inthe contaminationof
food chains, whether on land or in the water, is
obtained. .
116. Now, as is generally known, the IAEA has a
statutory responsibility to ensure that wa.ste disposals
associated with projects which it assists are made
safely. It must examine the prospects from this point
of view and indicate whenever necessary the appro
pl.'iate safety measures to be taken. Consequently, in
connexion with the problemoffood chain cqntamination
it would be in the general interest andto the advantage
of the Committee, the FAO, IAEA and all other inter
ested organizations, if the r~sources of all coUld be
pooled to increase general knowledge and carry out
studies necessary to solve the particular problems.
The ~Monaoo Conference on the Disposal ofRadioactive
Waste, to which m.y colleague from Italy has just
referred, organized jointly b,y FAO, the IAEA and
UNESCO, is an example of co-operation in this field.

117. Now a brief comment on the studies of exposed
groups of populf1tions. The Committee rightly emphQ-

sizes the present importance ofthe radiation on human
populations from the medical uses of radiation. We
should not, howevel, forget the danger of exposure of
workers or special groups of populations due to other
peaceful uses of atomic energy. While it is hoped that
such occupational or other exposures will be kept to
the lowest possible level, it is nevertheless expected
that the number of people exposed to various types of
radiation will increase with the development of atomic
energy.

118. In this field-and particularly in respect of sub
paragraphs (!!-) <!!) and (g) of paragraph 4 of Annex I
of its report-I am sure that the Committee agrees
that the technical lmowledge of the staffs of the IAEA
may be complementary to the knowledge of the WHO,
the International Commission on Radiological Protec
tion, and the International Commission on Radiological
Units and Measurements.

119. In the light of these comments, my delegation,
for its· part, accepts the recommendation~ of the
Committee. I wish to record our appreciation of the
Committee's work and of the initiative of the sponsors
of the draft resolution [A/L.268] before us. We express
our confidence in the future activities of the Commit
tee in accordance with its existingterms of reference,
and in pursuance of the provisions of the draftreso
lution upon which we shall be voting very soon.

120. Mr. ORMSBY-GORE (UnitedKingdom) : Ipropose
to be exceedingly brief, but two reasons have led me to
ask for the floor this afternoon.

121. In the first place, I wish to express once again
the- very J.'eal importance which my Government at
taches to the work of the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation. For
this leason they welcome this progress re~,' 't [AI
4119]., which shows that the Committee is making
good progress. I understand that the sixth session of
the Committee went very well, and that free discus
sion of the relevant problems and information pro
vided a sound basis for the Committee's program.ttle,
of work.
122. While the Committee's next comprehensive
report is not due until 1962, the Committee will mean
while follow a progr~e of studyfrom whichvaluable
reports should result and which will be available to us
as they appear.
123. My Government attaches particular importance
to maintaining representation on the Committee at its
present expert level. We agree that for this purpose
the plans and suggested activities, including the
arrangemeI)+~ .for meetings outlined in the Commit
tee's progresfI report, are satisfactory. Ifthe General
.Assembly agrees that this Committee should hold
occasional meetings in Europe, we think the decision
P $ to precisely where such meetings .should be held
should lie with the Committee itself. This must be
determined in the 11ght of the technical needs of the
Committee.
124. I should like now to speak briefly on the draft
resolution [AIL. 268] which is before us. May I first
say 'how gratified my delegation is that the sponsors
of the two earlier draft resolutions [A/L.263 and
Corr.1, A/L.266] on the subject have succeeded in
reaching agreement on a single draft. My Governm.ent
can support this draft resolution. I must add, however,
that I shall vote for the draft resolution on the under
standing that the additional work laid upon the Com-,
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mittee is not to be regardf3d as having priority over
. the existing programme, nor should it, in our view,

require an additional meeting of the Committee.

125. I suggest, moreover, that if the report requested
in the last paragraph cannot be completed in time for
the fifteenth session of the General Assembly without
detriment to the Committee's other activities, onlythen
is an interim report needed to cover the arrangements
made for stimulating the supply of information and
studies, and not the actual results of such studies•
These will be covered in the comprehensive report
which the Committee hopes to present in 1962. We will
await with interest the report envisaged in this draft
resolution.
126. Mr. BERARD (France) (translatedfr~mFrench):
I have only a few brief comments to make on the report
[A/4119] submitted to the General Assembly by the
United Nations Scier...:ifiq Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation and on the draft resolution [A/L.268]
submitted by Argentina and ten other countries.

127. The first of these documents, the annual progress
report, is a milQstone in the hi5itory of the Scientific
Committee. Following the adoption of General Assem
bly resolution 1347 (XlU) the Committee reviewed its
programme and, to some extent, 'its methods of work
and the results of that review are now before us. I
shall not refer to the results in detail, but I should like
t.o say that my delegation has examined them with the
greatest interest and is happy to approve them~

128. Our attention was particularly drawn to the
Committee's pattern of scientific study. In connexion
with the 3tudy of the irradiation of exposed groups of
populations, the Committee's report rightly lays stress
on radiati(ma of medical origin. This is in keeping with
the findings of French doctors and biologists.

129. We also approve of the Committee's conception
of its function, in particular, its very proper concern
to co-ordinate the research undertaken by the various
national and international organizations in this field,
which would enable it to play its full part as a central
body responsible for drawing general conclusions
from the work undertaken by other organizations. We
shall look forward with equal interest to future pro
gress reports, the various memoranda the Committee
intends to submit to us, and the comprehensive report
it is to present in 1962.

130. With regard to the Committee'spatternofmeet
ings, it seems wholly reasonable that meetings should
be held in Europe from time to time. My d~legation

believes that meetings in Europe could most usefully
be held at the European Office of the United Nations
at Geneva or, when appropriate, at Vienna, the head
quarters of the IAEA. This would strengthen relations
'between the Committee and the IAEA and further the
common task. It will, of course, be forthe Committee
itself to decide in the best interest of its work, where
meetings in Europe should be held.

131. I now come to the draft :r.esolution submitted by
Argentina andten other countries. My delegation con-
siders that the draft resolution faithfully reflects the
interest that all Members of the United Nations have
shown in the work of the Committee from the outset
and expresses their confidence in it for- the future. It
also confirms the Committee's role as a co-ordinator
between Member states, and proposes to strengthen
its relations with the other international organizations

. concerned.

132. lit this connexion, I should like to say that my
country, which is a member of the Committee, is con...
tinning its researches in all the fields relatedto radio
activity. In the physical or physical-chemical field,
our experts are measuring radiation levels in the
atmosphere, in bodies of water,. in the soil and in
foodstuffs. Other laboratories are undertaking re
search on the mecb,anism of radiation action on cells,
and French doctors and biologists are studying these
effects on men a.nd animals.

133. Our programme of physical studies can be con
sidered tInder three heads. First, specialized stations
are maintaining a constant watch on radiation levels
in the vicinity of French nuclear centres. Secondly,
other stations-approximately forty in France and
in the other States of the French Community-are
observing the natural and artificial radioactivity in
the atmosphere from day to day. Thirdly, we are
engaged in various research projects, such as dating
the ice sheets of the Antarctic and Greenlanq and
studying the ra.dioactivity of the upper atmosphere,
These measurements are published regularly in.the
French scientific reviews, in particular the Bulletin
dtinformatio!i.s scientifiques at techniques of Saclay.
They are also communicated to the European inter
national organizations and, of course, to the Com
mittee.
134. In accordance with the programme established
by the Committee and the complementary provisions
of the draft resolution before us, France will continue,
as in the past to' make the full co-operation of its
research workers and laboratories available to the
Committee.

135. A further aspect of the draftresolution-towllich
our President has rightly drawn our attention-is the
expenditure which its implementation would involve.
The suggested figure of $51,600 is an estimate and it
will, of course, be for the Fifth Committee to present
its recommendations in the matter to the General
Assembly after a detailedexattl1nationofthe statement
of financial implications submitted by the Secretary
General [A/4283 and Corr.1].

136. In the light of these considerations, my delega
tion will vote for the draft resolution.

137, Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia) : The Australian
delegation welcomes the draft resolution [A/L.268]
that has been put before us, and we shall support it.

138. Australia is a member of the United NatiOns
Scientific Committee 'on the Effects of Atomic Radia
tion and it takes part in several -other co-operative
and national projects inthe field that is before us today.
For example, we have our own national committee
which presents reports and collects data for the Com
mittee and for the IAEA. The task of the Committee
is pri~l1rUy to fill in the considerable gaps in our
knOY/ledge of radiation.
139. The reports as presented by the Committee, of
course, undergo revision and change in the light of
advancing knowledge and in the light ofthe new factorS
that come int'o play in the world today~ The earlier
1958 report [A/3838] has proved. for example, to be
rather too pessimistic in certain respects. And; on
the other hand, since this first report was presented
there ha.ve been new factors to which p'arhaps suffi
cient attention was not paid at the time, and sometimes
factors that are completely new.. I am thinking, for
example, of the sectional increase in strontium-90
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and the new concern about the possible effects of
another fall-out material, C14. These are things which
the Committee is now taking into account and which
we can expeot to have covered in suoceeding reports.

140. What we want in 1962, of course, is not just a
review of the 1958 report, but, as the Committee itself
says, what we need is a ,completely new and self
contained oomprehensive report, and we can expect
to have that before us in 1962. We will welcome any
annual progress reports as foreshadowed in the t)ne
[A/4119] we have before us.

141. The Committee is not a political body, ii: is a
scientific body. It has a duty to bringforward informa
tion, -whatev5r its political consequenoes. Equally, it
has a duty at the same time not to emphasize certain
aspects unduly for political reasons.

142. I should like to place on recordour appreciation.
of the way the Committee has approached its task. It
has, on the whole, been a genuinely scientific body in
its approach. I agree with the ComD"Jifttee that attention
should· be paid to all sources of ionizing radiation to
which man is exposed, and also endorse its proposal t01
consider, further, certain fundamental problems in
genetics and radiobiology, and also its desire to see
an intensificatioA\ of research in fundamental biology.

143. The draft resolution notes the increasingly close
od-operation which is oocurring between the Commit
tee and the IAEA. We particularly welcome this co'"
operation since we consider that the laboratory and
scientific facilities of the IAEA should be used to the
greatest possible extent by the Committee. The !AEA
already has a provisional laboratory near Vienna, and
its report submitted' last month [A/4244] referred to
scientific .assistance given in such things as, for
example, the determinat:,on of the radioactive content
of milk ash. The IAEA stated that this type of service
could now be performed on request. The Australian
delegation considers that as much use should be made
of. the IAEA's facilities as possible in collatingradia
tion data and in the scientific analysis which will be
made by Member Governments under the bilateral
sampling arrangements referred to in the draft
resolution.

144. The present facilities of the lARA, the facilities
which it canbe expectedto supply now and in the future,
will increase whenthe permanent functional laboratory
being constructed for the IAEA is completed in late
1960.

145. I should not like to conclude without paying some
tribute to the Canadian delegation andto its Chairman,
Mr. Green, for the way in which they have helped
prepare the discussion of this item in the Gener&.l
Assembly this 'Session. The discussionbefore us is not
taking a very controversial form. The whole sUbject
is one we have all tried to approach in a noncontro
versial spirit. But normally there would have been
many points of detail and emphasis that would have
needed to be argued out here. The fact that we have a
draft resolution, which I hope is going to go through
without any trOUble, is due to the (~ct that a few dele
gations 'have taken an initiative in obtaining the con
sensus of opinion and working out a draft resolution.
The Canadian delegation has taken the lead ill that, and
we should be grateful to them and also to the delegation
of Czechoslovakia in getting together now one com
pcsite draft resolution, which I think we will all
support.

Mr. Belaande (Peru) took the Chair.

146. Mr. HAYMER'LE (Austria): TI~'e speakers who
have preceded me in introducing the draft resolution
[A/L.268] betore us have so brilliantly explained its
purposes and ideas that there is hardly any need for
me to elaborate any further. Still, the Austrian dele
gation would like to offer some brief comments.

147. We bave studied with great 1nterest the progress
report [A/4119] of the United Nations Scientific Com
mittee on the Effects of A'.;omic Radiation. The dis
covery of nuclear flssion and' fusion has opened up
tremendous new prospects. We at'e only at the beginning
of a development which promises to utilize these
forces to the benefit and for the adva.:4cement of man
kind. At the same time, however,the consequences of
the radiation resulting from nuclear experiments have
hardly been (Jxplored, nor has the degree been deter
mined to which such radiation is dangerous to man.

148. Tha Austrian delegation, therefore, welcomes
any steps that may be taken inorder to obtain a deeper
knowledge of the extent of these hazards and to create
the necessary conditions for effective protection. That
is why we feel that the work dorie so far by the Com
mittee deserves our utmost attention and appreciation.
May I add that we attach special importance to the two
problems which will be discussed' in the immediately
forthcoming sessions of the Commlttee, namely,
radioactive fall-out and radiobiological questions. We
are, furthermore, convinced that the comprehensive
report announced for 1962 ''fi~ill give us a clearer
picture olf all the manifold aspects of the complex and
most important problem of atomic radiation.

149. Permit me now to comment briefly on the draft
resolution before us. We feel that it initiates useful
measures towards the ends which I emphasized in my .
introd1J.ctory remarks. That is why the Austrian dele
gation was pleased to co-sponsor this draft resolution.

150. The three-fold purposes of this text have already
been made clear ,in a mos~ eloqUent wayby the Secre
tary of State for External Affairs of Canada. We, too,
feel very strongly that in a matter of such concern to
human life, it is important to fill the substantial gaps
that continue to exist in our knowledge byputting at the
dtsposal of the scientists the fullest and most reliable
information possible.

151. This is all the more important as the number of
scientific experts ,qualified to deal with questions con
carning the, utilization of atomic energy is relatively
limited. It is, therefore, necessary to employ these
experts in an economical way. Consequently, the Aus
trian delegation welcomes the fact that the present
draft resolution stresses the value of co-ordinated
activities of all the organizations concern~\ld.

152. Allow me to refer in this connexion especi~lly
to the IAEA established for the specific purpose of
dealing with all aspects of the peaceful use of atomio
energy.

153. There is a close ~inkbetweenthe questIons within
the competence of this body and the studies of the
Committee. Furthermore, theIAEA disposes of the
necessary laboratory facCities and a large staff of
trained scientists. In our view it is, therefore, not
,.)nly the most competent body, but also is in a parti
cularly good position to contribute to this task.

154. The Austrian delegation ventures to suggest that
the consultations between the Committee andthe IAEA
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170. In conclusion, m.ydelegationrecommemlsforthe
favourable consideration of the Assembly the draft
resolution before it, comt(~'§)lt that the outlined pro
gramme will leadto intimat~d-nd effective co-o;peration
between the Committee, the IAEA and the spEicialized
agencies concerned.

169. My delegation is pleasedto announce that Norway
wholelv"~l).rtedly supports the programme outlined inthe
draft; esolution and is preparedto P&rt'~r,ipate actively
withIn the resources available to us. We are ready to
take part in the over-all collection of radioactive
samples and to make available such samples as might
be of general interest. Furthermore, Norway is
prepared to assist in undertaking analyses of radio
active samples along the same lines as offered by the:
delegation of Callada. More specifically, NOl'way is in
a position to plac~ at the disposal of the Committee
the results of studies which have been carried out in
the health sector in order to establish possible per
sonal measures of a preventive char~cter against
radioactive hazards. .

167. In this connexion I want to emphasize that the
proposed programme of work is in accordan\1e withthe
suggestions of the Committee itself. Due regard has
been given to the capabUities in this field of other
internati~l'lal agencies so as to avoid duplication or
waste of effort.

168. We firmly believe that it is to our comm()n
benefit and of great importance to widen the general
knowledge of the effects of radiation, both man-made
and natural, and that a greater effort should be made
on an international basis to obtain all available
information to this end.

171. The PRESIDENT (translated from t?panish):
Before putting to the vote the draft resolutior.: I shoUld
like to ask the sponsors if they have any obj'bctioll to'
including UNESCO among the specialized'agencieL
listed in parts II and m. If they have no ObJection, I
shall assume that ~ reference to UNESCO, is to be

,included in parts IT and UX. "

It was so decided~

172. The PRESIDENT (translated from ~I~anish): I
now put to the vote the draft resolution [A!1",'268] sub
mitted by Argentina, Austria, Canada, Czechoslovakia,
Ghana, Ireland, Italy, Jap~n~ Mexico, Ne\l~r Zealan,d
and Norway. ,." i ••

The drslt resolution was adoptedby 78 Y;Qt~,~ tq none.

••• .. .~ [i·/j.r.:r:.i1.:.... 11

'referred to in the present draft resolution, will lead assess the effects Of9.tomic radiation. We are, there
to an ever-increl,\sing co-operation and to concerted fore, now co-sponsoring the draft resolution [A/L.268]
efforts towa.."ds the attainment of the dom.:mon goal. before the Assembly, designed to continue andbroaden

I I d b in th h th t thi the scope of the valuable wor:k; being carried out in
155. May cone u e y express g. e ope a s this field by the United NationsSC1~ntific Committee
draft resolution which, we are convinced, is a major
step forward towards eliminating the risks involved on the EUects of Atomic Radiation.
in atomic radiation, will be adopted unanimously by 166. The provisions and purposes of the draft reso
this Assembly. lution have already been explained to the Assemblyby
156. Mr. ORTIZ MARTIN (Costa Rica) (translated the -representative of Canada and other co-sponsors.
from anish): On reading the draft resolution I shall, therefore, linitt myself to expressingthe satis
[A L.268] ...today, I noticed an omission which I shonld faction of the Norwegian delegation that the discus
like to draw to the attention ofthe sponsors, the repre- sions leading up to the dralt resolution and the cor
sentatives of Argentina, Austria, Canada, Czecho- respondingly wide grcmp of sponsors should justify
slov~Jda, Ghana, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Norway our hopes that the work of the Committeewill be con
and New Zealand. . tinued, without being complicated or hampered by

diverf~encies of a nOl1-~...,~,,~tific nature within the
157. The omission which is, I belieYe, merely an .Committee.
oversight iiJ. drafting, consists of the failure to mention
UNESCO among the specialized agencies. It seems to
me that in part II, paragraph 2, a reference to UNESCO
should be inserted before the reference to the World
Health Organization. Similarly, in Part III a reference
to UNESCO should be inserted before the reference to
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations.

I

158. In making this proposal,' may I say once again
that I believe that the omission is simply an oversight
in drafting. I do not think there is any need to discuss
UNESCO's participation in these activities atle,ilgthor
to produce extensive material in support ofthe pn,''lJOsal
since the omission is, I believe, obvious.

159. Nevertheless, I should like to refer to a Um.~ed

Nations press release of 15 June 1959 concerning the
1?iological effects of radiation, which were discussed
at Venice under the auspices of IAEA and UNESCO.
The press release refers to the various bodies which
took part in the meetings.

160. Anoth~r United Nations press release of
13 November 1959 deals withthe Monnco conference of
two hundred experts to discuss the disposal of radio
active wastes organized by the IAEA. UNESCO was one
of the sponsors of the conference, as will be seen from
the press release of 13 November 1959.

161. UNESCO's activities in this field are also dis
cussed in the October and June 1959 issues of the
UNESCO Chronicle.

162. It is, I belie,ve, unnecessary to cite the many
documents, facts and arguments which prove the great
importance and extensive activities of UNESCO inthis
field. I am sure that the omission was simply due te,
an oversight in drafting andthat the sponso),"awillnave
no difficulty in accepting a formal proposalto insert
a .reference to UNESCO after the words "Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations" and
before the words "the World Health Organization" in
part TI, paragraph 2, and after the words "International
Atomic Energy Agency" in part lIT.

163. If the sponsors have no objection, I trust that
they will accept the proposal which I am now formally
making.

164. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
shan consult the sponsors after calling on the last
speaker on my list, the representative of Norway.

165. Mr. NIELSEN (Norway): The Norweitan dele-
gation has always taken gr~at interest inthe scientific
efforts under the auspices of the United Nations to
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Poland. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 42
Turkey. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •• 39

180. The PRESIDENT (translated from ppanish): In
view of the results of the balloting, if there is no

Poland •••••••••••• ,•••••• III • • •• 40
Turkey. . . ..• • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • •• 39
Greece. . . • • . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . 1

179. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now take the forty-third ballot, the first of a
series restricted to Poland and Turkey.

At the invitation ofthe President, Mr. Auguste (Haiti)
and Mr. Masfar (Indonesia) acted as tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.
Number ')f ballot papers:
Invalid ~JlI110ts:

Number of valld ballots:
Abstentions:
Number of members voting:
Required majority:
Number of votes obtained:

Poland. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 39
Turkey. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 39
Luxembourg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Ireland. . . . . • • • • . • • • . • . • • • . . • . 1.

177. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
will now hold the forty-first ballot, the second un
restricted ballot of the series.

At the- JTnvitation ofthe President, Mr. Auguste (Haiti)
and Mr. Mas/ar (Indonesia) acted ~s tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.

Number of ballot papers:
Invalid ballots:
Number of valid ballots:
Abstentions:
Number of members voting:
Required majority:
Number of votes obtained:

Poland •••••••••••••••••"• • • • •• 40
Tu.rkey. • • • • • • • • • • • • fl • • • • • • • •• 36
Ghana. ••••••••••••••••••••• • • 1
Ireland. • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • it • • • • • • 1
leeland & 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • iii • • • • 1
Luxembourg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic • • • • 1

178. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now take forty-second ballot, the third un
restricted ballot of the series.

At the invifution of the President, Mr. Auguste (Haiti)
and Mr. Masfar (Indonesia.) acted as tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.

Number 01' ballot papers:
Invalid ballots:
Number IJf valid ba.llot...'S~·
Abstentions:
Numbe:r of members voting:
Requireld majoritY:
Number of votes obtained:
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54

81
o

81
1

80
54

AGENDA ITEM 11 A vote was taken by secret 'ballot.
Number of ballot papers:
Invalid ballots:
Number of valid ~l1ots:

Abstentions:
Number of members votinJl:
Required majority:
Nv;mber of votes obtained:

Report of the Security Council

... Resumed from 835th tneeting.

Poland • • • • • ~ ~ • • • ~ e • • • • • • • • • •• 42
Turkey. • • • • • .. • • • ". • • . • tI .- • • • :'II •• 38

-1,75. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): In
view of the inconcb1sive result of the seoond ballot,
we will now procee'd, to the third restricted ballot.

At the invitation afthe President, Mr. Augus te (Haiti)
and Mr. Masfar (Indonesia) aoted as tellers.

A vote was taken by seoret ballot.

Number of ballot papers:
Invs.!id ballots:
Num6t.'r of valid ballots:
Abstenrlons:
Number of members voting:
Required majority;
Number of votes obtained:

Poland, • • • • '. - • • • • • •. • • • • • e • • • •• 42
Tu.rkey •••••• '.•••••••••••' • • • •• 39

176. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): In
accord~nce with the rules of procedure, we must now
take a series of three unrestricted ballots. All coun
tries are eligible other than those which are already
members of the Security Council or have been elected
to that body. We shall now take the fortieth ballot, the
first unrestricted ballot of this series.

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Auguste (l1aiti)
and Mr. Masfar (Indonesia) acted as tellers.

173. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
oolegaii',ons of Canada and Tunisia have submitted a
draft resolution [A/l.,267], under which the General
Assembly will take note of the report of the Security
Council [A/4190] covering the period from 16 July
1958 to 15 July 1959. If no representative wishes to
speak, ! shall take it that the Assembly 9.rlOpts the
t..~aft.resolutionwithout objection.

The dnrit resolution was adopted.

AGENDA ITEM 15
Erection o~ three non-permanent members of the Security

Counci I (continue~)*

'174" 'I'he PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
Assembly will recall that on 3 November 1959, at the
end of the 935th plenary meeting, held in order to fill
vacancies which -will arise in the Security Council on
1 January 1960, the first of a series of three ballotfil
restricted to the candidatures of Tur~:ey and Poland
was· taken. In accordance with the r\l!es of procedure,
a second ballot restricted to those two countrf,es will
now bO taken.

At the invitation ofthe President, Mr. Auguste (Haiti)
a~d Mr. Masfar (Indonesia) acted as tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.,

Nt.lUJ.ber of ballot papers:
Invalid ba110is:-'
Number of valid ballots:
Abstentions:
NtJ.mber 0..£ members voting:

'Required majority:
Number of 'votes obtl1.i~ed;

1



839th meeting - 17 November 1959. .

, .

575

The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.

would then be able to deal with the item assigned to it
concerning the financing of UNEF.

183. I call on the representative aftha Soviet Union
on a point of order.

184. Mr. SOBOLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics) (translated from RUGslan): Agenda item 28:
United Nations Emergency Force: (Q) Progress report

"on the Force, does not appear on today's agenda. It is
sched\'.led for consideration at the General Assembly's
plenary meeting on Friday 20 Nove~r 1959.

H~';. The Soviet delegation hadnat1.trally assumedthat
it would be considered then. Since we wishto speak on
the matter. and since other delegations may wishto do
so also. I should like to ask that this item should be
taken up not today but at Friday's plenary meeting._
as scheduled.

186. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): A
point of order was raised by the Soviet representative
just as I was about to $9.Y that, if there were no objec..
tions and if no representati\i'e wished ,to speak, we
would take up agenda item 28 <m.
187. The purpose of taking up agenda item 28. (Q) now.
provided there were no objectionsv was to enable the
Fifth Committee to get on with its work. However, as
an objection has been raised by the Soviet Union. I see
no reason why this item should not be discussed on
Friday, 20 November 1959.

United Nations Emergency Force:
(s) Progress report on the Force

181. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish):
Before adjourning the meeting I should like {to suggest
that we take up another item. General A:~semblyagenda
item 28: United Nations Emergency Force: (g) Pro
gress report on the Force.
182. It is my understanding that the Secretary
General prepared and circulated the report [A/4210]
for information purposes. and that there is no need
for the General Assembly to take any specific decision
on the matter. The only decision that has to be taken
with regard to UNEF concerns its financing, and that
is of courSt) within the competence of the Fifth Com
mittee. which will report to the General Assembly in
due course. I understand that it would be useful. from
the point of view of the Fifth Committee's programme
of work. if the General Assembly were to take note
today of the report on the funcUoning of UNEF sub
rot.tted by the Secretary~nerat~1The Fifth Committee

AGENDA ITEM 28

~bjectionby the Assembly. 1 suggest that the balloting
be po.~ned until 1 December 1959. opo the under...
standbig that the countries cOllcerned and all other
delegations will make a further effort to solve this
problem.

It was so decided.
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